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Abstract
Since its appearance as a research field, Content-based Image Retrieval (CBIR) system has increasingly received an important attention. Review of literature reveals that the efforts put, up to now, in the field address either effectiveness or efficiency. In this paper, we address both accuracy and efficiency through introducing an efficient and an effective image retrieval approach based on feature, matching measure and sub-space selection. The selection relies on relevance feedback information injected by the user. The approach is tested on Corel-1K images database. The obtained results are very promising.
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1. Introduction
Unlike database system, handling structured data, the information retrieval one aims to retrieve information from a colossal unstructured and semi-structured collection. No matter what information being retrieved: text, image or video, an information retrieval system keeps the same architecture composed of three components: indexing stage, matching process and interrogation protocol. As the user is not satisfied from the returned results, it is required to improve the information retrieval system. This improvement implies then to improve the pre-cited components. Indeed, many efforts have been put, for the case of the image, in the last decades, in order to enhance the effectiveness of mage retrieval system [1], [2] through enhancing its components [3], [4], [5], [6]. Efficiency [7] is also taken into account for getting a real time system, although the big volume of databases being retrieved.

The key question to be asked is what feature and what matching measure being considered for building a CBIR system [8] of high quality? The answer for such question is selection paradigm either within indexing stage through feature selection [9] or at the matching process via matching measure selection [6]. The both kinds of selection are based on relevance feedback information injected by the user.
For the efficiency aspect, a sub-space selection guided by feature and matching measure selection seems to be a good idea. Indeed, the organization of the collection as clusters or trees makes the retrieval operation efficient. Moreover, sub-space selection may contribute into the improvement of the system performance.

In this paper, we introduce an efficient and an effective image retrieval approach based on Feature, matching measure and sub-space selection.

The rest of the paper is arranged as follows: Section 1 deals with feature selection. In Section 2, we talk about matching measure selection. Section 3 addresses relevance feedback mechanism. In Section 4, we introduce our approach that of sub-space selection on the basis of feature and matching measure selection. We conclude the paper with a conclusion.

2. Feature Selection

Feature selection refers to as choosing the features ‘combination among a given large set that well describes a particular data collection [10]. The purpose of feature selection mechanism, applied into a large spectrum of fields such as pattern recognition and data mining, consists of designating the discrimination power of features and tackling the dimensionality curse [12]. For CBIR field, this mechanism is applied for encountering the semantic gap [10], [11], [12], [13], [14].

In [9], authors have optimized feature selection parameters to reach a maximum precision of CBIR systems. In [11], authors have proposed two feature selection criteria based on inner-cluster and inter-cluster relations. In [12], Jiang et al have proposed a feature selection criterion based on computing similarity between the relevant and irrelevant image sets and an effective online feature selection algorithm. In [13], Lu et al have introduced a novel method baptized Principal Feature Analysis (PFA). This method proceeds to choose the principal features in face tracking and CBIR problems. In [14], Benloucif and Boucheham have conducted a comparative study of Greedy Heuristic, Tabu Search and Genetic Algorithms and their impact on the performance of CBIR.

3. Matching Measure Selection

Review of literature reveals some efforts put into matching process such as [3], [15], [16], [17], [18]. In [15], authors have provided a systematic comparison of various similarity measures in the medical CBIR application context. In [16], Perlibakas has compared 14 distance measures and their modifications between feature vectors with respect to recognition performance of the principal component analysis (PCA)-based face recognition method. In [17], a comprehensive performance study has been conducted for sixteen dissimilarity measures, on seven typical feature spaces, using two search methods. In [18], different similarity measurements, commonly used in image retrieval, have been described and evaluated using shape features and standard shape datasets. In [19], Cha has enumerated and categorized a large variety of distance/similarity measures for comparing nominal type histograms. In [7], we
have conducted a comparison between many matching measures (distances, quasi-distances, similarities and divergences), in the context of CBIR, in terms of effectiveness and efficiency. In [6], we have introduced a new paradigm for matching measure selection. The study has considered as many as 18 matching measures, including similarities, distances, quasi-distances and divergences. The selection process is based on the SFS algorithm with one round and relevance feedback for determining the best matching measure for a specific query. The obtained results show that the proposed approach for matching measure selection yields promising results in terms of precision, recall [20] and utility value [21].

4. The Proposed Approach: Sub-Space Selection

For taking into account the efficiency aspect, we have to organize the indexing space in a way allowing a direct access for relevant information. This organization may rely on some structures such as clusters, B-trees [22], R-trees [23] and X-trees [24]. In this work, we consider the clustering alternative using k-means algorithm [25]. The proposed approach is depicted in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. The general architecture of the proposed approach.](image)

Given that indexing space is organized as clusters and each cluster is represented by each centroid, the execution scenario of the introduced approach can be described as follows: after that the user submits the query, the system answers by a set of images as initial results considering one feature and one matching measure. After that, the user has to inject his/her relevance feedback information through designating some relevant images from those answered by the system. The fist images not labelled by the user are assumed as non relevant. The system will then run a selection algorithm such as the SFS with one round applied in [6] which designates the best feature and the best matching measure. The submitted query encoded by the selected feature will be compared to clusters centroids employing the selected matching measure. The images of the cluster that the centroid is the closest to the query will be visualized to the user as new results.

The indexing space is arranged then as depicted in Figure 2.
Even effectiveness is taken into consideration by the proposed approach through feature selection and matching measure selection.

The pseudo code for selecting the best configuration (feature, matching measure) is given as follows:

\begin{itemize}
  \item **Step1**: as initialization, the algorithm starts with the following weighting (0, 0, ..., 0) for the features and matching measures. (Neither selected feature nor selected matching measure).
  \item **Step2**: each weight will be set to 1 separately to generate many configurations.
  \item **Step3**: evaluating each configuration (feature, matching measure) based on fitness.
  \item **Step4**: selecting the best configuration (feature, matching measure).
  \item **Step5**: comparing the actual selected configuration with the selected configuration (feature, matching measure) and go to step 8.
  \item **Step6**: set the other weights to 0 except the weight of the selected (feature, matching measure) is still 1.
  \item **Step7**: go to step 2.
  \item **Step8**: END.
\end{itemize}
Unlike the work done in [6], this work implements SFS completely through combining matching measures. For matching measures evaluation, all matching measures (similarity, distance, quasi distance and divergence) should be converted to similarity then added together for getting one value. The conversion from the other matching measures to similarity measure is materialized as follows:

- For distance $D$: $1-D$.
- For quasi-distance $QD$ (and for Divergence $DV$): $1$-normalisation ($QD$). For normalisation: $\frac{QD}{\max(QD)}$.

The pseudo code for selecting the best sub-space is given as follows:

```
Step 1: receiving Relevance Feedback from the user.

Step 2: selecting configuration (Feature, matching measure) according to the user relevance feedback.

Step 3: adopting selected configuration for computing similarity between the submitted query and the centroid of each cluster.

Step 4: visualizing the selected cluster as new outputs for the user.

END.
```

5. Materials and Experiments

In this Sub-Section, we test the effectiveness and the efficiency of the considered sub-space selection approach on the basis of feature and matching measure selection. The experiments are conducted on COREL-1K benchmark [26]. As signature, we have used Global Color Histogram (GCH) [27], Color Coherence Vector (CCV) [28], Cell-ColorHistogram (CCH) [29] and CELL-CCV[30]. For matching measure, we have utilized (Euclidean, Manhattan, Intersection, Sorensen, Kulczunsky, Soergel, Chebyshev, Squared, Mahalanobis and Canberra) distances, (Ruzicka, Roberts, Motyka and Cosine) similarities, ($X^2$, Neyman-$X^2$ and Separation) quasi-distances and Jeffreydivergence [7].

![Figure 3. The Semantic Class of COREL-1K Images Collection.](image-url)
Table 1 shows the average weighting precision of different considered indexing methods, feature selection case, matching measure selection case and the sub-space selection case.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AWP on</th>
<th>Average Weighted Precision (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>30.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>33.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>42.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5</td>
<td>95.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6</td>
<td>50.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C7</td>
<td>70.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C8</td>
<td>84.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C9</td>
<td>47.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C10</td>
<td>49.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aver</td>
<td>54.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT (ms)</td>
<td>T1=46 .8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Effectiveness and Efficiency over Considered Features, Feature Selection, Matching Measure Selection and Sub-Space Selection.

Where AWP is the Average Weighted Precision, Man is Manhattan distance, MMS is Matching Measure Selection, FS is Feature Selection, SSS is Sub-Space Selection, (C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6, C7, C8, C9, C10) are respectively the classes (People, beach, building, bus, dinosaur, elephant, rose, horse, mountain, food), Aver is the Average, CT is consumed time.

As we utilized only 10 images as relevance feedback, T5, T6, T7 and T8 are given as follows:
To note that, the consumed time includes indexing query image time, time of computing similarities with the images collection and ranking time.

As shown in results above, sub-space selection performance outperforms the performance in the case using the different considered signatures and matching measure and even outperforms the quality in the case of feature selection and matching measure selection. For the efficiency aspect, there is a great superiority in the case when adopting sub-space selection comparing to other cases.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we have introduced a novel approach which takes into account both effectiveness and efficiency when retrieving images. The approach proceeds to organise the images collection as clusters and selecting the best configuration (feature, matching measure) on the basis of relevance feedback information. Selected feature and matching measure are utilized for designating the cluster to be visualized to the user. The experiments conducted on COREL-1K indicate that the approach is so promising.
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